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Abstract
The Lagrangian transport model COMET has been developed to evaluate emission
estimates based on atmospheric concentration observations. This paper describes
the model and its application in modelling the methane concentrations at the European
stations Cabauw and Macehead. The COMET model captures in most cases both syn-5
optic and diurnal variations of the concentrations as a function of time and in absolute
size quite well. The explained variability by COMET of the mixed layer concentration
for Cabauw varies from 50% to 84%; for all hourly observations in 2002 the explained
variability is 71% with a RMSE of 112 ppb. The explained variability for Macehead is
48%. The most important model parameters were tested for their influence on model10
performance, but in general the model is not very sensitive to variations within accept-
able limits. For a regionally and locally polluted continental site the COMET model
shows only a small bias and a moderate random error, and therefore is considered to
capture the influence of the sources on the concentration variations quite well. It is
therefore concluded that inverse methods and more specifically the COMET model is15
suitable to be applied in deriving independent estimates of greenhouse gas emissions
using Source-Receptor relationships.
1 Introduction
Human emissions of radiatively active gases have risen sharply since the industrial rev-
olution, leading to a sharp increase in the average concentrations in the atmosphere20
of the Earth (Houghton et al., 2001). The additional absorption of infrared radiation
caused by this additional amount of gases leads to an increase of the average tem-
perature of the tropospheric air; this is commonly referred to as the greenhouse effect,
most probably leading to changes in the climate of our Earth. Natural changes in the
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases have been quite common on the ge-25
ological time scale – e.g. Broecker (1997) and these were linked also to drastic changes
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in the climate of the Earth. However, the recent changes in greenhouse gas emissions
due to human activities occur at an unprecedented pace, and this pace will accelerate
in the future if not appropriate measures are taken to reduce the increase of the emis-
sions or even reduce the emissions themselves in order to stabilise the concentrations
of greenhouse gases at levels not too far from the current levels.5
Emission reductions are needed for all four of the most important anthropogenic green-
house gases: CO2, CH4, N2O and SF6. Currently, the relative contribution of human
induced CH4 in the atmosphere to the total human direct greenhouse effect is about
20% (Houghton et al., 2001). Of the four most important greenhouse gases, CH4 has
the shortest lifetime in the atmosphere (∼9 years) (Prinn et al., 1995; Houghton et al.,10
2001), so that emission reduction measures for CH4 will lead to changes in concentra-
tion growth rates or even a concentration decline at relatively short time-scales. This
makes CH4 an attractive compound to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions.
2 Greenhouse gas emission estimates: bottom-up versus top-down
One problem with CH4 emissions is that there are also significant natural sources of15
methane. Atmospheric chemistry and oxidation in the soil also influence the atmo-
spheric concentrations (Prinn et al., 1995; Ridgwell et al., 1999). Both processes and
the natural emissions are in turn influenced by the changes in climatic circumstances
(temperature, soil water content). There are still considerable uncertainties in the mag-
nitude of the contribution of several large (natural and human) contributions of CH4 to20
the global methane budget, including indications that plant materials may contribute
directly to the global methane budget with no bacterial chemical conversion involved
(Keppler et al., 2006).
A method independent of the current so called bottom-up inventories that can ver-
ify these emission estimates top-down over large areas would be very helpful, and25
may even allow to reduce the emission uncertainties. One of the methodologies that
potentially can verify greenhouse gas emission budgets for large areas containing a
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multitude of (natural and human) sources, is the use of a combination of atmospheric
observations of concentrations and transport models. These methodologies will be
applicable to methane but also in more or less modified form to other compounds like
CO2, N2O and SF6.
Once emitted into the air, gases are transported through the atmosphere, follow-5
ing the patterns determined by large scale weather systems. Eventually, all gases
end up being completely mixed trough the whole atmosphere. The mean processes
determining the mixing are: turbulent dispersion, convection, subsidence, lifting and
advection. All these processes act on other typical scales in time and space. Irregular-
ities in emission strengths and/or removal processes however, will cause stable mean10
(e.g. latitudinal) gradients within the atmosphere.
Because atmospheric transport integrates over all surface sources and sinks, mea-
surements of atmospheric concentrations can be used to quantify (net) surface fluxes
over large scales by matching them with simulation predictions obtained with atmo-
spheric transport models. This approach is known as inverse modelling (e.g. Heimann15
and Kaminski, 1999, Bousquet et al., 1999). The rate of success of applying this ap-
proach is highly dependent on the quality of the models and on the quality, number
and spatial density of the monitoring stations. The current atmospheric global obser-
vation network consists of about 100 stations. The sampling in this network is based
on discrete biweekly flask observations; the emphasis in this network is on CO2 mea-20
surements and most observation sites are remote oceanic or high altitude background
locations (Conway et al., 1994; see also GLOBALVIEW-CO2, 2004). Consequently,
the emissions of the continents remain very poorly constrained in inversions, which as
an example for CO2 leaves the nature of a Northern Hemispheric sink and its parti-
tioning between ocean and land, and between the Eurasian and the North-American25
continent controversial (Fan et al., 1998; Rayner et al., 1999; Bousquet et al., 2000;
Ro¨denbeck et al., 2003). The resolution of atmospheric transport models mostly used
for global inverse modelling is on the order of 2.5◦×2.5◦ degrees longitude by latitude
or less (e.g. the models used in TransCom, see Gurney et al., 2002). Because of
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the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of surface fluxes on land this resolution will not
be sufficient to reduce uncertainties of land sources and sinks by employing the new
continental measurement data. It can be expected that higher resolution (mesoscale)
models are able to capture the observed variability over the continents more realisti-
cally than traditional coarse grid models.5
While there have been extensive inter comparisons of global coarse-resolution trans-
port models on monthly and annual time-scales (Law et al., 1996; Bousquet et al.,
1996; Gurney et al., 2002), little attention has so far been paid to model differences
on synoptic to diurnal scales above the continent. Partly because coarse-resolution
transport models are not able to resolve the short-term variability, but also because10
matching observation data usually are not available. This situation is however chang-
ing rapidly with the growing availability of surface and (tall) tower based continuous
observation sites on the European and North-American continent.
Usually, the misrepresentation of sub-grid scale variability by the relatively coarse
models is assumed to cause a random representation error in the inversion routines15
(e.g. Bergamaschi et al., 2005). This error is then added to the (usually also assumed
random) measurement error. However, the representation error will generally cause
biases (Riccio et al., 2006) due to systematic errors besides the random errors. The
treatment of measured data as predictors of cell-averaged values therefore requires a
more sophisticated approach or much higher model resolutions.20
Receptor oriented models like the COMET model described in this work, try to avoid
this pitfall. Observations of concentrations in the atmosphere will always contain a
mixture of signals from different sources at different locations and times. When mea-
surements are available at time intervals of less than one per hour, the time scales of
the signals that are superimposed on one and another can be divided in:25
– the global background mean (time scale: one year)
– the latitudinal mean gradient (time scale: month)
– the synoptic average elevation (time scale: week)
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– the contribution of regional sources within 200–2000 km distance (time scale: few
days)
– the contribution of local sources within say 100 km (time scale: few hours)
In practise, there are no clearly defined cut-off limits that allow for a sharp separation of
these temporal and spatial scales and the definition used here is based more on prac-5
tical insights and experience. The global observation system in place for monitoring
the concentrations of the greenhouse gas concentrations, as described in the previous
section, has been devised in such a way that the signal of local, regional and synoptic
time scales is minimal. As a result of this strategy the measurement locations are all
rather remote sites with air travel times to the areas with large emissions of at least one10
to several days. The main disadvantage of the data sets obtained by these stations is
that it contains a mixed signal representative for continental or even larger areas and
that this signal is very diluted, leading to high requirements for measurement precision.
In order to derive emissions from concentration signals with relatively high spatial
resolution it will be necessary to measure more closely to the source regions. The15
problem is that in this case the atmospheric concentration signal will contain informa-
tion on all mentioned temporal and spatial scales. Use of a high resolution atmospheric
transport model to estimate the influence of atmospheric dilution processes is then re-
quired.
The mathematical reversibility of the atmospheric mixing processes is however lim-20
ited due to their chaotic nature (Lighthill, 1986; Pine et al., 2005). The resulting un-
predictability and irreversibility at larger temporal and spatial scales requires that the
source signal is captured close to the sources in order to allow for model inversions of
that signal, before the signal is irreversibly lost in random noise. It is hard to define the
maximum time period over which source information remains visible in the atmospheric25
signal. High-resolution Lagrangian model experiments show that the atmosphere can
carry coherent high concentration signals for periods up to about 10 days and for dis-
tances up to several thousands of kilometres (Vermeulen et al., 2001; Stohl et al.,
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2002), often along frontal systems in extended filament structures.
In this paper we will use an updated version of the COMET model, a Lagrangian
model that follows single air mass trajectories (Eisma et al., 1995; Vermeulen et al.,
1999, 2001) to capture the main variability of methane concentrations observed within
major source areas like NW Europe. In a future paper we will discuss the use of5
this COMET model to infer by an inversion technique the spatially resolved fluxes of
methane for a large area. In this paper we will concentrate on the performance of
the COMET model in forward concentration simulations using a predefined emission
map, as decent forward performance is the first requirement for successful inversion
of atmospheric observations into spatially resolved emissions with minimal systematic10
artefacts. A further advantage of the COMET model is the limited amount of computing
resources needed for even very detailed simulations, as the calculations are efficiently
restricted only to those influencing the modelled receptor point, as compared to the
gridded Eulerian frameworks that scale unfavourably with higher resolutions in time
and space. In the current setup the COMET model runs on state of the art personal15
computers and a full year simulation of hourly concentration for one receptor point only
takes a run-time of a few minutes.
3 Description of the COMET transport model
3.1 Basic setup
The COMET (CO2 MEthane Transport) model is a Lagrangian model that can be used20
for both predictive and inverse modelling purposes. COMET uses backward trajec-
tories to establish the source-receptor relationship, the so-called source-receptor ma-
trix (SRM). The calculations described in this paper were performed using trajectory
and mixing layer height data derived from three nested grids with 3-hourly resolution
ECMWF analysed operational meteorological data. The vertical resolution used is T61.25
Using these meteorological data, the 3-D 144h backward trajectories were calcu-
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lated from the ECMWF wind fields using the Flextra model (Stohl and Thomson, 1999).
Central part of the model approach for COMET is the following linear system:
∆xk = ckl el (1)
where ∆xk is the differential measurement vector [ppm] as a function of the source-
receptor matrix ckl [sm
2 kg−1] and the emission vector, el [kgm
−2 s−1]. k is an index5
for the measurement times; l is an index for the emission areas. For clarity, the index
notation is used. The differential measurement vector is defined as:
∆xk ≡ xk,m − xk,b (2)
where xm [ppm] is the actual measurement vector and xb [ppm] is the background con-
centration vector. The background concentration vector is initialised to some chosen10
background concentration data at the starting point of the trajectory,
x−
(
tn−k , y
)
(3)
Here it is assumed that the temporal scales of the background and source contributions
are sufficiently discernible.
To account for mixing of the source signal in the planetary boundary layer with the15
free troposphere, two vertical layers are distinguished, a mixing layer and a reservoir
layer. The initial methane concentration at the start of each trajectory is taken in this
case from the two-weekly averages of the calculated methane concentrations of the
TM2 GCM (Heimann, 1996) for 1995 as calculated by Houweling et al. (1999). The
height (Hm[t]) of the well-mixed layer in contact with the surface varies as a function of20
atmospheric stability. All emissions are first accumulated in this mixed layer and when
the mixed layer height changes, mass transfer takes place with the reservoir layer.
The area that influences the concentrations in the column of air in the mixed layer is
assumed to be circular and the diameter of this circle is assumed to change linearly with
travel time; from large at the start of the backward trajectory to small at the destination.25
This cone-shaped trajectory path defines a highly simplified parametrised form of the
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real region of influence, determined by advection, convection and turbulent diffusion.
Normal trajectory models only follow an infinitesimal narrow path, ignoring the effect of
turbulent diffusion along this path. An alternative to the single trajectory approach is
to use an ensemble of trajectories to get at least some information on the accuracy of
the trajectory information and the influence of for example turbulent diffusion. This last5
approach will also be investigated in this research in what will be called the uncertainty
trajectories analysis.
A more realistic but also computationally more demanding way to calculate the re-
gion of influence backward in time would be to perform multiple backward trajectories
(e.g. Stohl et al., 2002) or to use a more sophisticated Lagrangian Particle Dispersion10
Model (LPDM), like FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 2005) to derive the source-receptor ma-
trix for COMET and optimise it to give satisfactory results while maintaining minimum
complexity of the model. However, it is also known that the turbulent and convection
schemes used for the LPDM approach are less accurate than the winds resolved by
meteorological analysis (Stohl et al., 2002). The LPDM approach may very well in-15
troduce more suppression of coherent structures than actually observed. It therefore
remains to be investigated whether the LPDM approach will actually improve on the
approach to capture turbulent diffusion which is presented here.
In forward mode the COMET model retrieves the emissions for the grid cells under
the current circular source area and calculates the concentration changes and even-20
tually composition for the modelled components in the column of air with the current
mixing layer height. The height of the well-mixed layer (Hm[t]) is determined using
the bulk Critical Richardson number approach. The bulk Richardson number, Ri, is
the dimensionless ratio of buoyant suppression of turbulence to shear generation of
turbulence and it is usually defined as follows:25
Ri =
g
θ
∂θ
∂z
[
∂U
∂z
]−2
(4)
where g is the gravitational acceleration [ms−2], θ the potential temperature [K], z [m]
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the height variable and U [ms−1] the horizontal wind speed. The critical bulk Richard-
son number is chosen as Ric=0.25, although suggestions in the literature (Stull, 1988)
range from 0.2 to 1.0. There is also some suggestion of hysteresis, where the Richard-
son number of a flow must drop below Ric before the flow becomes turbulent, where on
the other hand a turbulent flow can exist up to Ri=1.0 before the flow becomes laminar.5
For the COMET model, it is assumed that when Ri≤Ric, the flow will become turbulent,
whereas for Ri>Ric, the flow is assumed to be laminar. ECMWF data is used for calcu-
lation of the potential temperature and horizontal wind speed gradients. An important
note must be taken of the fact that the established height of the mixed layer Hm[t] will
have a significant effect on the well-mixed layer concentration calculations.10
Emission data is retrieved from emission inventories per source category on a regu-
lar grid; in the case of methane the high resolution (a spatial resolution of 10′×10′ and
a 3-hourly time scale) METDAT database (Berdowski et al., 1998) is used, the base
year for the emissions in METDAT is 1995.
The procedure for calculation of the source contributions in the SRM to the differential15
measurement is split into three parts:
– calculation of the contributions of the sources to the circular Areas Of Influence
(AoI’s) along the trajectory paths
– calculation of the vertical exchange between the well-mixed and reservoir layer
due to well-mixed layer build-up or breakdown20
– calculation of the contributions of the sources to the Region Of Influence (ROI)
for each measurement. A ROI is defined as the complete area drawn up by the
AOI’s and is determined by the topology of the backward trajectory belonging to
the measurement performed at a certain time and place
The following sections will explain the procedure followed for the forward calculations.25
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3.2 Area of Influence (AoI) contribution calculations
For each measurement, a backward trajectory is available. A trajectory consists of
n+1 positions, corresponding with times
[
tk−n, tk
]
. These positions are interpolated
according to the procedure illustrated in Fig. 1:
Interpolation is important as the mixed-layer is build up or broken down with a typical5
time scale in the order of minutes. This procedure ensures that the change in the well-
mixed layer height at a certain model time step is small compared to the well-mixed
layer height at that particular time. When the air parcel is moving at high speeds, this
procedure also ensures overlap of the successive AoI’s. Furthermore, vertical mixing
and accumulation of the emissions by the sources occur simultaneously. Mathemati-10
cally, a sufficiently small time scale enables sequential treatment of these processes.
In the this version of the COMET model, time interpolation to time scales which are
an integer factor smaller than the time scale of the trajectory data (1 h) can be used.
A cubic spline interpolation algorithm (Press et al., 1992). is used for the trajectory
positions whereas a linear spline interpolation scheme is used for the meteorological15
data along the trajectory because of the strong variability of these quantities along the
trajectory.
To calculate the contribution of an individual AoI at a certain time, tk−i , for which
the surface area of the AoI is dependent of the radius of the column at that time, rk−i ,
the following procedure is followed and explained in the subsequent paragraphs. First,20
the source grid is scanned to determine which source regions will contribute to the
AoI. Then, the vertical exchange between the well-mixed layer and reservoir layer is
accounted for. This exchange leads to loss of information about the preceding AoI
contributions to the RoI (Region of Influence). Finally, the relative contribution of the
AoI to the RoI is calculated.25
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3.3 Scanning the source grid
The sources are first aggregated on a source grid with a resolution of ∆[◦]. The spatial
resolution at which the source grid is scanned, is then calculated by dividing the source
grid resolution by an integer number k, resulting in a scan grid resolution of ∆s=∆k
−1
[◦]. Concurrently, the circular AoI is scanned at the scan grid resolution according to5
the procedure shown in Fig. 2:
The indices n and m next to the thick grid lines represent the position in the source
region grid. In this example, the thin grid lines illustrate a scan resolution five times as
dense as the source region grid resolution. The algorithm will then total the number of
hits per source region. The number of hits depends on the amount of scan grid cells10
that lie with within the boundaries of the AOI, which is determined by its radius. The
number of hits represents the effective emission grid cell surface area that will con-
tribute to the AOI. Increasing the scan grid resolution will improve the accuracy with
which the effective emission grid cell surface area is calculated, but will also incor-
porate more computational efforts. The sensitivity of the model output to changes in15
the scanning resolution can be easily investigated in this model setup. After complet-
ing the scan of the AOI at time tk−i , the effective grid cell areas, A
eff
k−i ,uv [m
2], can be
approximated using the following expression:
Aeffk−i ,uv
∼= A
ck−i ,uv∑
u,v∈AOI
ck−i
(5)
where A [m2] is the actual grid cell area and cuv [-] is the number of hits in a certain grid20
cell with grid coordinates (u, v) in the AoI. The ratio between the effective and actual
grid cell area is called the area factor:
f Ak−i ,uv ≡ Aeffk−i ,uv/A ∼=
ck−i ,uv∑
u,v∈AOI
ck−i
(6)
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The emissions of the sources in the AoI added together using area weighting, resulting
in the following expression:
e
[
tk−i
]
=
1
A
∑
u,v∈AOI
Aeffk−i ,uve
[
tk−i
]
uv (7)
When the scan resolution is sufficiently accurate, this expression can be approximated
by the following expression:5
e
[
tk−i
] ∼=
∑
u,v∈AOI
ck−i ,uve
[
tk−i
]
uv∑
u,v∈AOI
ck−i ,uv
(8)
3.4 Vertical exchange calculations
Figure 3 illustrates the covered column states for the vertical exchange calculations.
Thus, in the vertical mixing calculations, the following three states are assumed:
1. the well-mixed layer height is stable. No vertical exchange between the well-mixed10
and reservoir layer takes place;
2. the well-mixed layer grows. In this case, air moves from the previous reservoir
layer to the new well-mixed layer;
3. the well-mixed layer shrinks. Now, air moves from the previous well-mixed layer
to the new reservoir layer.15
Of course no exchange calculations are performed for the first state. The following
expression can be written for the well-mixed layer (m) and reservoir layer (r) concen-
trations:
xαk−i ≡
ραk−i
ραA,k−i
(9)
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where the superscript α= [m, r ] denotes the reference of a variable to the well-mixed
layer and reservoir layer, respectively. xk−i [ppm] is the concentration at time tk−i . ρk−i
[molm−3] and ρA,k−i [molm
−3] are the number of moles of the species and air present
per unit volume. The ideal gas law combined with the hydrostatic pressure equation
yields:5
ρ
′m
A =
1
gMA
(
p0 − pm
)
(10)
and
ρ
′r
A =
1
gMA
(
pm − pr) (11)
In these expressions, ρ
′r
A [molm
−2] is the number of moles per unit area, considering
a certain well-mixed height, g [m s−2] is the gravitational acceleration, p0 [Pa] is the10
surface pressure and pm [Pa] and pr [Pa] are the pressures at the well-mixed and
reservoir layer height. The above mentioned derivation assumes isothermal conditions
in the two layers. A more sophisticated derivation can be made for isentropic condi-
tions but is not considered here. When the well-mixed layer is growing, the following
expressions can be derived:15
xmk−i =
ρmk−i−1 − f
g
k−iρ
r
k−i−1
ρmk−i
(12)
with
f gk−i =
pmk−i−1 − pmk−i
pmk−i−1 − prk−i−1
(13)
Here, f g is the fraction of the reservoir layer that will mix with the new well-mixed layer
that is forming. Substituting this expression together with Eq. (11) in Eq. (12) yields the20
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new concentration in the well-mixed layer:
xmk−i =
xmk−i−1 + f
g
k−ix
r
k−i−1
f gk−i + 1
(14)
It is assumed that the concentration in the remainder of the reservoir layer is conserved
during well-mixed layer growth. Similar expressions can be derived for the new reser-
voir layer concentration during shrinking of the well-mixed layer:5
xrk−i =
xrk−i−1 + f
s
k−ix
m
k−i−1
f sk−i + 1
(15)
with
f sk−i =
pmk−i − pmk−i−1
p0k−i−1 − pmk−i−1
(16)
The factor f s is the fraction of the well-mixed layer that will mix with the new reservoir
layer that is forming. When the well-mixed layer is growing, the concentration in the10
latter layer will decrease due to the mixing with the reservoir layer. Effectively, there
will be loss of information about the sources that the air parcel has seen so far. This
loss of information must be accounted for while calculating the overall RoI contribution
calculations. The amount of information that is lost at a certain time tk−i is given by the
following expression:15
f sk−i =
f gk−i
1 + f gk−i
(17)
When the well-mixed layer is shrinking, there will be loss of mass but no loss of infor-
mation; the well-mixed layer concentration does not change in this case. Of course,
the well-mixed layer concentration will not change when the layer is stable.
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3.5 AoI contribution calculations
The relative contribution of the AoI to the well-mixed layer is dependent on the instan-
taneous number of moles of air in the layer, thus on the layer height at that time. Recall
Eq. (1) in which the enhanced concentration can also be written as:
∆xk =
0∑
i=n
δxk−i (18)
5
where δxk−i is the contribution of the AoI at time tk−i to the enhanced concentration
at trajectory arrival time tk . The contribution of the AoI can be calculated using the
following expression:
δxk−i =
δt
Msρ
′m
k−i ,A
e
[
tk−i
]
(19)
where e
[
tk−i
]
[kgm−2 s−1] is given by Eq. (7), Ms [kgmol
−1] is the molar mass of the10
observed species, δt [s] is the model time step and ρ
′m
k−i ,A [molm
−2] is the number of
moles of air in the well-mixed layer scaled with the well-mixed layer height, given by
Eq. (4). Thus, it is assumed that the well-mixed layer concentration xk at arrival time tk
can be calculated by initialising with the background concentration at the starting point
of the trajectory and then iteratively accounting for the mixing processes and emissions15
towards the arrival point at each point along the trajectory.
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4 Description of the input data for the COMET model
4.1 Concentration data
4.1.1 Cabauw
Cabauw site description
Cabauw tower (51◦58′N, 4◦55′ E) is located near the centre of the Netherlands, 20 km5
southwest of the city of Utrecht. The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI)
is using this tall tower for boundary layer studies. The direct surroundings of the
Cabauw tower is just below sea level in a polder area, It consists of flat meadows
and ditches, with some scattered villages. On this site a 213-m high meteorological
tower is situated.10
Cabauw equipment and calibration
The analytical equipment for the observation of greenhouse gas concentrations is op-
erated by ECN and is placed in the basement of the tower. For the data used in
this paper, the instruments consisted of a Carlo Erba 8000 gas chromatograph (GC),
equipped with a Flame Ionisation Detector and an automated Valco valve switching15
system. The Cabauw GC system was also equipped with a ECD detector for measur-
ing N2O concentrations. The configurations are specifically designed for automated
ambient monitoring.
At 5min intervals, a 5.0ml air sample is injected onto a 210 cm by 0.25′′ Porapak Q
column. The analytical column is thermo stated at 90◦C. In order to optimise analyti-20
cal performance, CH4 calibration is updated every 30min by injecting two CH4 target
gases. CH4 data-acquisition and initial processing was performed using standard chro-
matography software. The raw data files are decompressed and further processed with
software developed at ECN. The ECN CH4 measurements at Cabauw started in 1993
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and continued until 1997, methane measurements were in this period carried out only
at the highest intake level of 200m a.g.l. In 1997 Cabauw tower closed down for refur-
bishment. In the year 2000 the measurements were restarted with an improved setup
and measurement at four levels: 20, 60, 120 and 200m a.g.l. Air was drawn in through
an inlet filter and pre-dried to dew points of about –15◦C using Permapure® dryers.5
The sample air was drawn continuously from all four levels by 14
′′ polyethylene tubing
to the basement of the tower and a small fraction of the sample air is taken from the
consecutive levels in a measurement cycle of 30min.
Two-point linear calibration curves were determined for two successive calibration
standards (working standards at approximately 1.8 and 2.6 ppm CH4 in ambient air,10
respectively). The concentrations of the atmospheric samples that lie between the
two calibration standards were calculated with each updated calibration curve. From
each group of three air samples, the 30-min average concentration was calculated and
stored in a concentration file, together with date and time (UTC) of the measurement.
Net chromatograph peak areas of the calibration standards were stored in a calibration15
file, together with the date and time (UTC) of the calibration measurements.
The CH4 calibration standards were calibrated approximately 3 times each year
against CH4 station standards of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA-scale). CH4 concentrations of the working standards are calculated
after 4 successive injections. The concentration range of NOAA calibration standards20
is 1.7 and 3 ppm.
The accuracy of the measurements, based on multiple injections of the NOAA ESRL
calibration standards, is estimated to be about 4 ppb of CH4.
4.1.2 Mace Head
The observatory of Mace Head is located on the west coast of Ireland. The station25
offers westerly exposure to the North Atlantic ocean (clean air sector, 180 degrees to
300 degrees) and during over 60% of the time, the station receives air masses under
Northern Hemispheric background conditions. During the remaining part of the time,
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European continental emissions influence the concentration records (Simmonds et al.,
1996; Biraud et al., 2000). The site location, at 53◦20′N, 9◦54′W, is in the path of the
mid-latitude cyclones, which frequently traverse the North Atlantic. It is 88 km west of
Galway city (population approximately 60 000), which is the nearest major conurba-
tion. The main Atlantic shipping lanes are over 150 km away, while the transatlantic5
air corridors are over 80 km away. There are three small islands offshore which are
within the clean sector, but these are uninhabited and do not appear to influence any
of the measurements performed at the site. Methane concentration measurement are
performed at Macehead in the framework of the ALE/GAGE project (Prinn et al., 2000)
and consist of hourly continuous high precision measurements by GC-FID detection.10
The observational data used in this paper have been retrieved from the CDIAC ftp
server: http://cdiac.ornl.gov/ftp/ale gage Agage/AGAGE/gc-md/complete/macehead/.
4.2 Emission data
METDAT (METhane DATabase) is a high-resolution database for CH4 emissions that
has been developed for the Netherlands and the Northwestern part of Europe. It has a15
spatial resolution of 5×5 km2 and 10×10′ (about 10×20 km2), respectively (Berdowski
et al., 1998). The countries covered in the METDAT database are Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the
United Kingdom. For the remaining regions the values for the emissions are derived
from the EDGAR database version 2.0 (Olivier et al., 1996). Both data sets are based20
on the inventories in the year 1995. The annual average emissions as contained in
the METDAT database are shown in Fig. 4. Please note the logarithmic scale of the
emissions, needed to depict the vast range of the magnitudes of the emissions, with
clear hotspots above densely populated and the coal mining areas.
The following source categories have been included in the database: enteric fermen-25
tation, animal waste, oceans, coastal waters, lakes, rivers, wetlands, biomass burning,
rice paddies, landfills, gas and oil exploration, gas transport, gas distribution, waste
water treatment, coal mining and combustion processes.
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Emissions were estimated from information on emission factors and activity data. Also,
data required for spatial apportioning have been applied. For each source category,
an estimate was made for the temporal variation in emissions. Emission variation be-
tween years and months as well as within weeks and days has been determined. For
each source category, an estimate was made for the uncertainty in the emission esti-5
mate. This information was considered necessary for optimal validation of the emission
database using model and measurement results. Moreover, an assessment was made
of differences with emission estimates from the National Communications of the differ-
ent countries.
In Table 1 the emissions in the Netherlands and NW Europe are presented as well10
as the relative contribution of the different source categories.
The CH4 emissions in the Netherlands sum up in METDAT to 982Gg (kton) in 1994.
The CH4 emission in the Northwestern part Europe summed up to 17.6Mton in 1994.
As can be seen in Table 1 the relative contributions of the different source cate-
gories to the total methane emissions in the Northwestern part of Europe differ slightly15
from the relative contributions of the different source categories to the total methane
emissions of the Netherlands. The relative contribution of enteric fermentation, ani-
mal waste and the distribution of natural gas were found to be smaller. In contrast,
in Northwestern Europe coal mining was contributing to a considerable extent to the
total CH4 emissions. Coal mining was and still is absent in the Netherlands. Source20
categories most important for the CH4 emissions in NW Europe usually show relatively
small potential error, i.e. 20% for enteric fermentation, 30% for the production of natural
gas and oil and 50% for landfills, the distribution of natural gas and coal mining. Rela-
tively large potential error is estimated for the CH4 emissions from freshwater, oceans,
coastal waters and waste water treatment but these sources only contribute a small25
amount to the total CH4 emissions in The Netherlands. Using error propagation, the
uncertainty in METDAT with respect to the total yearly averaged CH4 emissions of NW
Europe, was estimated to be approximately 20% (Berdowski et al., 1998).
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4.3 Meteorological input
The meteorological data used for the backward trajectory and well-mixed layer height
calculations, are the analysed 3-D fields for wind, temperature, humidity and the sur-
face fields for wind speed and direction at 10m, temperature at 2m, precipitation, cloud
cover, incoming solar radiation, surface stress, heat flux, latent heat flux and roughness5
length of the ECMWF operational model. The data has been retrieved from the oper-
ational ECMWF MARS archive using customised versions of the scripts and software
provided for the Flextra and the Flexpart models. The grid specifications are shown
in Table 2. The standard calculations used in this paper were based on the meteoro-
logical data in nest 1 only, and so used a horizontal resolution for the meteorological10
information of one by one degree.
4.4 Background concentration data
The concentration of methane at the start of each trajectory is taken from a database
of modelled background concentration data, as calculated with the TM2 model by
Houweling et al. (1999). The emission provided consist of two-weekly averaged con-15
centrations at a resolution of roughly 3 by 4 degrees.
5 Results
5.1 Performance for Cabauw and Mace Head using default parameters
The COMET model was applied to simulate the hourly concentrations at Cabauw tower
and Mace Head (Prinn et al., 2000) for the year 2002. Both simulations were performed20
using 3-D 96-h backward trajectories and meteorological data using meteorological
fields at a resolution of 1.0◦×1.0◦ (grid index 1 of Table 1). In the next chapter, the
results of a sensitivity analysis for the COMET parameters to determine the best per-
formance of the model will be shown.
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The above mentioned spatial resolution of the meteorological data and the following
parameters of the model were the so called default state of the model, defined below:
– Radius of AoI at start of trajectory: 120 km
– Radius of AOI at end of trajectory: 20 km
– Emission database: METDAT at 10′×10′ minute spatial resolution5
– Grid scan resolution: 2min
– Reservoir layer height: 10 km
– Emissions do not vary with time: yearly average values are used.
The forward simulated concentrations are shown in Fig. 5 for Cabauw and in Fig. 6 for
Mace Head. Figure 5 shows the measured and modelled time series at Cabauw for a10
four-month period. For Cabauw, the mean mixed layer concentration was calculated
using the Cabauw vertical concentration profile observations along the tower, taking
into account only those observations that fall within the (modelled) mixed layer.
The model captures the diurnal variation in concentration very well. Both timing and
height of the daily maxima and minima are realistic. Also, the synoptic variation and15
build-up of the concentration in high pressure anti-cyclonic conditions are represented
well by the model. Figure 7 further illustrates the correlation between model and mea-
surements. The COMET model explains about 72% of the variability in the measured
concentrations at Cabauw for the whole series of hourly observations in 2002. The
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is estimated at 141 ppb, which is about two orders of20
magnitude higher than the measurement error. Overall, the concentrations predicted
by the model above the global background of 1760 ppb are 4% higher than the obser-
vations. This can be due to systematic errors in the model or in the underlying data,
like emissions rates and well-mixed layer height.
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In Fig. 6 the modelled and measured hourly methane concentrations are shown for
Mace Head. Here, diurnal and synoptic time scale variation are both captured reason-
ably well, although the correlation coefficient (R2=0.48) is less than for Cabauw. This
is due to the fact that the Macehead measurement data is only available for the ground
level, while for Cabauw the mean mixed layer concentration was calculated using the5
Cabauw vertical concentration profile along the tower. For Cabauw, the correlation be-
tween modelled and the observed concentrations at 20m Above Ground Level (a.g.l.)
is in the same order of magnitude, i.e. R2=0.50.
Figure 7 shows a scatter plot of the measured versus modelled hourly concentrations
of CH4 at Cabauw for the year 2002.10
5.2 Model error as a function of measurement height
The COMET model predicts the mixed layer column averaged concentration. Obser-
vations at a single level will contain either too much or too little of the local sources
information, therefore (tall) towers sites measuring vertical gradients are more useful
observation sites for the COMET model. From the probability density function (pdf)15
of the error in the hourly predicted concentrations, defined as the difference between
modelled and observed absolute concentration, as depicted in Fig. 8 for the different
measurement heights at Cabauw, we can see that this pdf is most symmetric and most
narrow for the mixed layer concentration, with a maximum around zero. From the figure
we can conclude that for mixed layer concentrations the COMET model error distribu-20
tion is almost Gaussian with a bias close to zero. Use of the concentrations observed at
20m a.g.l. delivers a pdf for the model error that is very similar, though the distribution
is slightly more skewed to negative differences (observed concentrations higher than
modelled). When concentrations from higher levels are used, the distribution maxima
shift to negative values, with a maximum at 100 ppb for the 200m a.g.l. observation25
level.
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5.3 Sensitivity analysis for trajectory type
Using the default parameters for COMET, different trajectory types for arrival point
Cabauw were evaluated by performing forward simulations for the following 96 h back-
ward trajectories for the year 2002:
– 3-D trajectories for the respective arrival heights of 20 (=default run), 60, 120 and5
200m a.g.l. (case 1–4)
– A mixed layer trajectory for arrival height 20m a.g.l. (case 5).
– Five cluster trajectories (A-E) at equidistant points in a circle around Cabauw, at
a distance of 25 km (case 6-10).
– Case 1 with methane emissions varying as function of time (case 11).10
– Case 11 using the three nested grids of Table 1 at full resolution of 0.5◦×0.5◦
(Case 12).
In Table 3 and in the following of this article, the model results are compared with
measurements after removing the modelled background concentration from both mea-
sured and modelled signals. This results in slightly lower explained variability.15
The results are not very sensitive to the trajectory type used. The best performance
for the medium resolution trajectory information, as measured by the correlation, is ob-
tained by using the standard trajectory information including variation of the emission
with time (Case 11). The relatively lowest performance, with 6% loss of predicted vari-
ability, is obtained using the trajectory information for an arrival height of 200m a.g.l..20
The mixed layer trajectory for an arrival height of 20m a.g.l. shows about the same
performance as the standard run.
The highest performance is obtained, measured by correlation as well as by RMSE,
by using the high-resolution trajectory information for the arrival height of 20m a.g.l..
When using trajectories with the higher resolution meteorological data, the RMSE is25
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reduced by about 20% compared to the trajectories calculated with the lower resolution
meteorological data.
5.4 Evaluation of the performance of the standard run as a function of averaging and
time
In Fig. 9 the performance of COMET in the standard run is shown disaggregated by5
month. Highest correlations with R2 larger than 0.80 are found in the months January,
February and October, while the lowest correlations with R2 values smaller than 0.65
are found in June and August. The RMSE values follow the correlation pattern with
lower RMSE at higher correlations.
Figure 12 shows the performance of COMET for the standard simulation as a func-10
tion of the hour of the day. Highest correlations around R2=0.85 are found in the early
morning around 08:00UTC and in the afternoon around 15:00UTC. A clear minimum
for the RMSE of 40 ppb is found around 14:00–15:00UTC. The periods with lowest cor-
relation between model and observations are the periods with the largest concentration
changes with time due to rapid changes in the mixed layer height in the periods of sun15
rise and sun set respectively. The daily differences between night and day time mixed
layer heights are largest in summer time, which could explain the lower performance of
the model in the summer months, especially when these periods are accompanied by
low transport speeds.
Figure 11 shows the performance of COMET for the standard simulation as a func-20
tion of averaging time. The correlation increases steadily with averaging time with a
maximum at weekly averages. In that case, a RMSE of 50 ppb is found and a correla-
tion R2=0.85.
Figure 12 shows the performance of COMET for the standard simulation as a func-
tion of averaging time, but now for day-time sampled values. Day-time is defined here25
as the time of day between 09:00 and 16:00UTC. The correlation now does not in-
crease clearly with averaging time and reaches its maximum at hourly averages. Then
a RMSE of 20 ppb is found with a correlation R2=0.85. A minimum correlation of
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R2=0.48 is found for an averaging time of three hours.
When a sampling scheme is chosen for Cabauw like deployed in the NOAA ESRL
global network (GLOBALVIEW-CO2, 2004), where grab samples are taken in biweekly
intervals, the correlation coefficient R2 drops to less than 0.50 and the slope of the best
fit goes from about 1.0 to 0.80. The benefit of a continuous observation record in non-5
background conditions compared to discontinuous grab sampling is therefore obvious
with an increase of explained variability of 30% and a decrease of the bias with 20%.
5.5 Influence of the radii of the Area of Influence (AoI) on the model performance
To test the assumptions of the parametrisation of lateral diffusion through the circular
AoI’s in the COMET model, the radii of these areas were varied using the trajectories10
in the default case (1) from 5 to 120 km at the arrival point and starting point, respec-
tively. The results of the regression analysis between modelled values of the methane
concentration and the observations are shown in Table 4. Clearly, part of the explained
variability is lost when very small radii smaller than 20 km are used. Maximum correla-
tions are observed for an arrival radius of 40 km. At this radius for the AOI at the arrival15
point maximum correlations for a start point radius of 40 km were found, though the
differences in both correlation as well as RMSE were found to be quite small when the
both radii are varied between 20 and 60 km. A large part of the run time of the COMET
model is determined by the radii of the AOI’s along the trajectories. Considering the
distribution of methane emission sources around Cabauw, the results support a reduc-20
tion of the surface areas of the AOI to the size of 20 by 20 km, herewith reducing the
COMET run time with a factor of 3 compared to the default setting.
5.6 Influence of the reservoir layer height on the model performance
Another factor that might influence the COMET model performance is the assumed
height of the reservoir layer, as this height determines the concentration change in25
the reservoir layer when air and CH4 is exchanged between reservoir and mixing layer
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when the mixed layer height changes. The reservoir layer height setting in COMET was
varied between 10 and 3 km and the results for the linear regression between modelled
and observed concentrations are shown in Table 5. This figure clearly shows that the
COMET model is quite insensitive to this parameter. In the COMET model as well as
in reality, most variability of concentrations takes place in the mixed layer, so that the5
concentrations in the reservoir layer and thereby also the trajectory for the reservoir
layer are not determining the concentrations near the surface significantly.
5.7 Influence of the spatial resolution of the emission database
The spatial variability of the CH4 emissions in the METDAT emission database is quite
large (see Fig. 4). However, in the atmosphere there will always be some horizontal and10
vertical mixing. In the default parameter set the COMET model assumes that near the
arrival point the emissions are averaged over a AoI with a radius of 20 km. Besides this
spatial averaging, temporal averaging also takes place during the build up of concen-
trations in the mixed layer. During day time, the resulting concentration is therefore only
a weak function of the very nearby source strengths. To examine the influence of the15
spatial resolution of the emission database on the performance of COMET predicted
concentrations versus measurements simulations were carried out using spatially av-
eraged versions of the METDAT database. In the default mode the resolution of the
METDAT database is 10min (0.167 degrees). The simulations were carried out with
resolutions of 0.5, 1, 2, 3 ,4 and 5 degrees. Figure 13 summarises the outcome of this20
experiment. The explained variability expressed as R2 is only weakly influenced by the
resolution of the emission database, a few percent or more of explained variability is
lost at resolutions less than 2 degrees. The RMSE shows a large decrease with lower
resolution, but this is explained by the lower average modelled concentrations, shown
here as the slope of the linear regression relation between model and observations. At25
emission resolutions of 2 degrees and lower at least 20% up to 70% of the concen-
tration signal is lost. The spatial averaging of the emissions leads to low contributions
to the concentrations in the mixed layer and this effect starts to become important for
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emission database resolutions of 1 degrees and lower. There is not much effect in the
model results in applying a higher resolution of the emission database than 1 degree.
5.8 Influence of the backward length of the trajectories
As shown in the description of the COMET model in Sect. 3 the influence of source
areas decays with travel distance to the receptor point due to a decrease in the circu-5
lar source area diameters with travel time (see Sect. 5.5, where it was shown that the
influence of variation of the diameters on the model performance is rather small) and
because of the dilution with air of lower concentration from the reservoir layer when
the mixed layer grows during day time. High concentrations occur at Cabauw station
usually at night when the mixed layer is shallow and transport speeds are low, so that10
emissions lead to high enrichment of methane in the mixed layer. It is expected that
methane picked up in the mixed layer during the night before arrival will be diluted to a
high extent in the day time before arrival and this will hold even stronger for days and
nights longer before that. Emissions picked up several days before arrival will hardly
leave a concentration “footprint” under normal conditions. However, under strong inver-15
sion events the development of the daytime mixed layer can be strongly suppressed,
leading to a longer ’memory’ of the atmosphere for influence of emissions. To investi-
gate the needed length in travel time of the backward trajectories to simulate both the
changes on the diurnal as on the synoptic timescale we performed simulations with
truncated trajectories, shorter than the default of 96 backward hours. In these simula-20
tions the concentrations at the start of each (truncated) trajectory were taken from the
background concentration database as usual. Table 6 shows the model performance
as a function of the backward length of the trajectories. As expected the performance
decreases with shorter trajectories, though the effect tends to be relatively small, up to
a trajectory length of 36–24 h. The RMSE values are not showing a significant influence25
of shorter trajectory lengths, but the explained variability expressed as the correlation
coefficient R2 is reduced by 10% for very short trajectory lengths of 12 h. Also the
slope of the best fitting regression line between observed and modelled concentra-
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tion is reduced, which can be explained by less input of emissions into the modelled
atmospheric column above the assumed background concentration.
6 Conclusions and discussion
The COMET model is able to reproduce most of the variability of the diurnal and syn-
optic concentration signal of methane in the atmospheric boundary layer at the obser-5
vation sites of Cabauw and Macehead, where Cabauw is considered representative
of a regionally and locally influenced continental observation point and Macehead is
close to a background observation point with occasional regional influences. Due to
the availability of information about the vertical profile of the methane concentrations,
the model performs better in comparison with observations for the Cabauw tall tower10
site, than for the Mace Head surface level site.
The overall agreement between modelled and measured concentrations of methane is
good at all timescales. Model performance is less for midnight hours and for the early
morning transition hours in which the well-mixed layer grows. Highest model perfor-
mance is obtained for the midday and afternoon results, where the model displays an15
explained variability of 84% for the whole year of hourly observations in 2002.
For observation periods of several weeks, the COMET model shows correlations up
to R2=0.90 for the unfiltered series of hourly observations of the mean mixed layer
methane concentrations.
The COMET model is very insensitive to changes in the main, and initially rather20
arbitrarily chosen, default model parameters like for instance the sizes of the areas
of influence along the trajectories and the height of the reservoir layer. Model per-
formance is most affected by the resolution of the meteorological input data, which
determines the trajectory positions and the predicted heights of the well-mixed layer,
and the use of the vertical concentration profile data as measured at the tall tower of25
Cabauw, compared to the use of data from the single surface observation level at Mace
Head.
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The model is quite insensitive to the resolution of the CH4 emission database as long
as the resolution is better than 2 degrees. Also the influence of variations of the emis-
sions with time does not improve the explained variability. This result might be different
for other components than CH4 and also be different for sites in less homogeneous
source areas.5
The night time and early morning periods are the periods where we expect that the
mixing layer shows the largest concentration gradients (in the vertical and in change
with time). In the COMET model it is assumed that the mixed layer is homogeneous. In
the existence of large vertical gradients and in modelling the exchange between mixed
layer and reservoir layer when the mixed layer grows, we expect that the COMETmodel10
will make a only small error, as the average additional mass of CH4 does not change.
In the night time case with a mixed layer depth lowering in time and large gradients,
the COMET model will however overestimate the mass of CH4 that is dissolved into
the reservoir layer. A possible improvement would be to apply in COMET a vertical
concentration gradient as a function of atmospheric stability and the regional emission15
density for the stable night-time conditions. In the exchange process with the reservoir
layer during lowering mixed layer depth only the mass of CH4 integrated over the top
layer within the exchanged air mass is mixed into the reservoir layer. Application of this
profile function above the receptor point will also most likely enhance the model per-
formance for ground level observation sites like Mace Head. As the largest changes in20
concentrations occur in the final 24 h of transport before arrival at the receptor point,
it is important to have the transport right in especially this final part of the trajecto-
ries. Higher resolution meteorological information will allow for some improvement, not
only for the determination of transport direction and transport speed as a function of
time and location, but more importantly also for the calculation of the local mixed layer25
height. Since February 2006 the ECMWF model resolution has been increased from
0.5 to 0.2 degrees, it is expected that this would lead to improved explained variability
and further reduction of the RMSE of the predicted concentrations.
Another possible improvement would be the use of re-analysed data. Unfortunately
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the current availability of re-analysis data from the ECMWF model (ERA-40) ends at
September 2002 (Uppala et al., 2005). From analyses (e.g. A. Beljaars, personal com-
munication, 2006) it is known that ECMWF analysed data can have quite significant
systematic errors in wind speeds end directions when compared to surface and balloon
sonde observations, leading to substantial accumulating errors in trajectory positions,5
and in mixed layer heights. Re-analysed data improve both the systematic and random
errors in the important parameters. Recent tests using ERA-40 data for the summer
months of 2002 in the COMET framework however did not show a big improvement in
model skill for the methane concentrations at Cabauw.
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Table 1. Percentage of CH4 emissions for the main source categories in 1994 for The Nether-
lands and NW-Europe.
Category NL NW-Europe
enteric fermentation 29.2 38.3
landfills 28.4 29.7
animal waste 11.8 6.5
gas distribution 6.9 4.4
coal mining 0.0 19.1
other 6.3 11.1
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Table 2. Resolution and dimensions of the three nested grids of the meteorological information
from the ECMWF model.
Grid index Resol.[◦] Lon [◦] Lat [◦] Lon [◦] Lat[◦]
0 2.0 –178 0 180 90
1 1.0 –50 25 50 75
2 0.5 –20 35 30 60
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Table 3. Result of performance tests for COMET using different types of trajectory information.
Case 1 is the standard case. See text for explanation.
Case Traj. type R2 a b RMSE
1 3-D 20m 0.7117 1.039 –11 140
2 3-D 60m 0.6952 0.967 –14 136
3 3-D 120m 0.6712 0.909 –14 135
4 200m 0.6494 0.867 –13 136
5 Mix 20m 0.7040 1.050 –4 145
6 Clust. A 0.7049 1.086 –10 149
7 Clust. B 0.6916 1.129 –4 160
8 Clust. C 0.6951 1.063 –11 149
9 Clust. D 0.7041 0.973 –14 133
10 Clust. E 0.6938 0.955 –13 134
11 Emis time var. 0.7148 1.039 –12 139
12 High resolution 0.7129 0.882 –11 115
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Table 4. Linear regression results of COMET modelled versus measured concentrations for
2002 at Cabauw as a function of the diameters of the Region of Influence around the trajectory
positions.
Rstart Rend a R
2 RMSE
5 5 1.048 0.6891 0.148
10 5 1.046 0.6901 0.1474
10 10 1.047 0.6924 0.1468
15 5 1.044 0.6907 0.147
15 10 1.046 0.6923 0.1467
15 15 1.04 0.6978 0.1439
20 20 1.038 0.7041 0.1416
40 20 1.037 0.7042 0.1414
40 40 1.053 0.7064 0.1428
60 20 1.036 0.7043 0.1412
60 40 1.052 0.706 0.1428
60 60 1.036 0.702 0.1421
80 20 1.035 0.7044 0.1411
80 40 1.05 0.7055 0.1428
80 60 1.034 0.7021 0.1417
100 20 1.035 0.7046 0.1409
100 40 1.049 0.705 0.1428
100 60 1.032 0.7021 0.1414
120 20 1.034 0.7046 0.1409
120 40 1.049 0.7046 0.1428
120 60 1.03 0.7021 0.1411
140 20 1.033 0.7045 0.1408
140 40 1.048 0.7042 0.1428
140 60 1.027 0.702 0.1408
160 20 1.032 0.7043 0.1407
160 40 1.047 0.704 0.1428
160 60 1.025 0.702 0.1405
180 20 1.03 0.7042 0.1405
180 40 1.046 0.7037 0.1427
180 60 1.022 0.7019 0.1401
200 20 1.029 0.704 0.1404
200 40 1.044 0.7035 0.1426
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Table 5. Correlation (R2) and RMSE of COMET 2002 forward predicted CH4 hourly concen-
trations compared to the observed mixed layer concentration as a function of reservoir layer
height.
Res. hght[m] a[ppm/ppm] b[ppm] R2 RMSE[ppm]
10000 1.037 –0.01 0.7067 0.1412
9000 1.038 –0.009 0.7069 0.1413
8000 1.039 –0.009 0.7072 0.1413
7000 1.04 –0.008 0.7074 0.1414
6000 1.042 –0.007 0.7078 0.1414
5000 1.044 –0.006 0.7083 0.1416
4000 1.048 –0.003 0.7089 0.1418
3000 1.053 0 0.7097 0.1424
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Table 6. Performance of the COMET model as a function of the backward length of the trajec-
tory data for a range of 12 to 96 h (a=slope of linear regression line, R2=correlation coefficient,
RMSE=Root Mean Square error).
Traj. backward length [hr] a [ppm] R2 RMSE [ppm]
96 1.039 0.7064 0.142
84 1.035 0.7035 0.142
72 1.027 0.6991 0.143
60 1.019 0.6949 0.143
48 1.008 0.6880 0.144
36 0.993 0.6782 0.146
24 0.960 0.6694 0.145
12 0.846 0.6283 0.139
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the two layer column evolution along a trajectory in the COMET model.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the source grid scanning procedure.
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Fig. 4. METDAT annual mean emissions of methane in gm−2 yr−1.
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Methane [ppm] measured and modelled at Cabauw 2002
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Fig. 5. Hourly mixed layer average CH4 concentration (ppm) at Cabauw in 2002, 22 March–9
May as measured (red solid line) and modelled (black dashed line) with the COMET model in
forward mode.
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Methane [ppm] measured and modelled at macehead 2002
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Fig. 6. Mace Head measured (red solid line) versus COMET (black dashed line) forward mod-
elled CH4 concentrations [ppm], R
2=0.48.
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot of hourly predicted versus measured mixed layer concentrations of CH4
[ppm] for Cabauw, using the COMET model in forward mode and 3-D trajectory data for arrival
at 20m height a.g.l., standard settings.
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Fig. 8. Probability density of the error in the modelled hourly mixed layer average CH4 concen-
tration (ppm) at Cabauw in 2002, when compared to the observations at the 4 measurement
heights (20, 60, 120, 200m a.g.l.) and the average mixed layer concentration (composed from
the concentrations from these 4 levels).
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COMET CBW 2002 Performance for CH4 as function of month, 1 hr sample freq.
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Fig. 9. Correlation (R2) and RMSE [ppm] of COMET 2002 forward predicted CH4 hourly con-
centrations compared to the observed mixed layer concentration as a function of the month.
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COMET CBW 2002 Performance for CH4 as function of time of day, 1 hr sample freq.
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Fig. 10. Correlation (R2) and RMSE [ppm] of COMET 2002 forward predicted CH4 hourly
concentrations compared to the observed mixed layer concentration as a function of the hour
of the day.
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Fig. 11. Correlation (R2) and RMSE [ppm] of COMET 2002 forward predicted hourly CH4
concentrations compared to the observed mixed layer concentration as a function of averaging
time.
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COMET CBW 2002 Performance for CH4 as function of averaging time for day time samples
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but now for day time (12:00–17:00UTC) sampled concentrations.
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Fig. 13. Performance of COMET as a function of the resolution of the emission database, ex-
pressed as correlation coefficient (R2), RMSE and slope of the regression line for the modelled
versus observed mixed layer concentration.
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